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Learning Points

� How do BI Services Work?

� Comparing QaaWS and BI Services

� Popeye’s Xcelsius Success Stories and Roadmap
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Return on Investment

� BI Services reduce development time by eliminating the need 
to develop complex SQL derived tables.

� BI Services reduce the load on the database by accessing pre-
processed or cache report instance data.

� BI Services provide native drill capabilities reducing some 
development overhead.
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BI Service Development Best Practices

� Attendees will learn the best practices for publishing and 
maintaining BI Services.

� Attendees will discover the best options for leveraging the drill 
down capabilities of BI Services.

� Attendees will discover the best options for increasing 
dashboard performance using BI Services.
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How do BI Services Work?

� As of SAP Business Objects XI 3.1 SP2, developers can now publish report 
tables, charts, or blocks as a consumable web service. These web services 
can then be incorporated within your Xcelsius 2008 dashboard to provide 
live or cached data access.

� BI Services are developed and published within the Web Intelligence Rich 
Desktop client.

� BI Services provide access to report variables, report filters, report drill 
hierarchies, and multiple data providers.

� The structure of the BI Service is defined using a standard WSDL. Xcelsius 
2008 can interact with the BI Services by passing parameters and receiving 
data in return. This is all carried out using standard SOAP calls.
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How do BI Services Work?

� There are two main methods available for each published block. 

� The GetReportBlock_<Block_Name> method 

� The Drill_<Block_Name> method

� The GetReportBlock method provides basic access to published block data. 
It includes the ability to access Query Prompts, Report Filters, Report 
Instances and many more features.

� The DrillBlock method provides some of the same capabilities as the 
GetReportblock method without providing report level filtering. The main 
addition is the ability to drill into a published block and traverse hierarchies 
defined in your universe.

� Lets take a look at a published BI services…

� http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26kXXcc1ASQ
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Return on Investment

� Because developers can leverage the power of Web Intelligence, there will 
be less need to develop complex SQL statements (Derived Tables) within 
the universe to pre-format the data. QaaWS was only capable of producing 
results sets based on a single Universe query. BI Services can produce 
results sets based on Web Intelligence formulas, variables, and multiple data 
providers.

� Lets look at an example.

� http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_fjrYbv5LE
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Return on Investment

� Without BI Services, developers would have to devise a series of complex 
Excel formulas and multiple queries to mimic the synchronous drill 
capabilities of Web Intelligence. BI services offer, easy to use, input 
parameters that drastically reduce the overhead associated will providing 
drill down capabilities. 

� Lets look at an example.

� http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=agcdpox8MtQ
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Return on Investment

� Because BI Services provide options to access report instances, developers 
can reduce the load on the RDMS while producing intelligent dashboards. 
The same can be said of the ability to leverage report level filters. 
Developers can refresh the report against the RDMS once per session and 
then leverage “report level” filters to further filter data within the 
dashboard.

� Lets look at an example.

� http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H92hx0Ub7VE
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Comparing QaaWS and BI Services

Option QaaWS BI Services

Live Data Feed? Yes Yes

Report Instance Data? *No Yes

Sort Data? Yes Yes

Drill Down? No Yes

Multi Query? No Yes

Web Intelligence Formulas? No Yes

Query Panel Prompts? Yes Yes

Support for Universe 
Prompts?

Yes No

Cached Data Filtering? No Yes

*The new Xcelsius services in XI 3.1 SP3 and BOE 4.0 offer active caching. 
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Best Practices – Publishing BI Services

� Publishing BI Services

� When publishing a BI Service, it is best to only use one report per published 
block. While you can publish multiple blocks from the same report, it difficult to 
make changes to a single item, without impacting the other items.

� When developing a single dashboard, it is best to publish all the BI Services to a 
single web service. Each published item acts as two methods or operations 
within a web service. Using this methodology, will allow you to have a single 
URL defined within your dashboard. It also organizes all of the dashboard 
dependencies within a single web service object.
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Best Practices – Drill Down

� Establishing Drill Paths

� The drill options work by passing the dimension object name to the BI Service 
input parameter and by traversing the hierarchy using up or down parameters. 
Think about the three main questions that are answered when using Web 
Intelligence Drill.

� From What to Where? (Uses Hierarchy in Universe)

� Which Value to filter on? (Selected Row/Column)

� Which drillOperation or Direction? (Underlined Object = DOWN, Up Arrow = 
UP)

� It works best when using the row header (output) as your DrillPath “From” 
parameter. However, it is best that you use the default column header formula 
NameOf([Dimension]) in each published block.

� This can limit the flexibility of the design. Using the up or down option will traverse 
the hierarchy, but it is limited to using the single hierarchy defined in the universe. If 
this is problematic in your design, there are 3rd party plugins, like Antivia XWIS, that 
have better drill options.
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Best Practices – Drill Down

� Be careful using the resetState Input Parameter. Keeping it blank yields the 
best results for the DrillBlock_ option. 

� Be careful drilling out of scope. Make sure your report query contains all 
the dimensions defined in your class / hierarchy. The results are a little 
buggy unless all the objects are defined in the query. I have also noticed that 
drilling up or down several times in a session causes it to stop working.

� Be ready to spend a lot of time developing your BI Service drill down 
dashboard. Getting the right mix of parameter mappings can take some 
time. 

� Use the GetReportBlock_ option to perform the initial load of data. The 
Drill_ option should only be used to drill using data that is pre-loaded 
within the Dashboard.

� Limit your data sets to less then 100 rows. If more detail is needed, look at 
using Antivia XWIS to accommodate larger data sets.
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Popeye’s Xcelsius Success Stories and Roadmap

Goal: create a dashboard that will provide DMA specific information to the Popeyes 
Marketing team allowing an easy method for checking the status of a Market

� How is each market doing?

� Need a place to capture market history - markets experience 
competitive intrusion, a special print drop that was a test, 
snowstorms, Hurricane Irene, competitive restaurants close, etc. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

� Developed Designated Market Area (DMA) dashboard for the Marketing 
department containing all pertinent information

� Provides 1-stop shopping for market specific information such as sales, 
promotions, customer feedback, etc.

� Everyone from the CEO down can reference the dashboard prior to visiting a 
market to gain perspective – including the Operations/Sales team

� Saves time for the Marketing team by providing timely & accurate information

� Provides automated access to current sales information by market

� Allows easy viewing & printing of current DMA information
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Popeye’s Xcelsius Roadmap

� Implement/supplement dashboards using Antivia XWIS

� Further develop the Marketing Dashboard

� Add “Market Goals” & measure against plan

� Enhance the Marketing hierarchy

� Add the “Guest Experience” data

� Corporate dashboard & scorecards

� Executive summary, Financials, Operations, Customer satisfaction, Marketing, 
Site Development, Corporate Objectives

� Drill, print, filter 

� Mobile

� Operational dashboards & scorecards

� Drive-thru speed of service, Food Costs, Labor Costs, P&L’s, new stores, POS

� Drill, print, filter

� Mobile
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]� Thank you for participating.

Session Code: 3004

Please remember to complete and return your 

evaluation form following this session.

For ongoing education on this area of focus, visit the Year-Round 

Community page at www.asug.com/yrc

Contact Information:
Jonathan.haun@decisionfirst.com
Twitter@JDH2N


